Electrically coupled pacemaker neurons respond differently to same physiological inputs and neurotransmitters.
The two pyloric dilator (PD) motor neurons and the single anterior burster (AB) interneuron are electrically coupled and together comprise the pacemaker for the pyloric central pattern generator of the stomatogastric ganglion of the lobster, Panulirus interruptus. Previous work (31) has shown that the AB neuron is an endogenously bursting neuron, while the PD neuron is a conditional burster. In this paper the effects of physiological inputs and neurotransmitters on isolated PD neurons and AB neurons were studied using the lucifer yellow photoinactivation technique (33). Stimulation of the inferior ventricular nerve (IVN) fibers at high frequencies elicits a triphasic response in AB and PD neurons: a rapid excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) followed by a slow inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP), followed by an enhancement of the pacemaker slow-wave depolarizations. Photoinactivation experiments indicate that the enhancement of the slow wave is due primarily to actions of the IVN fibers on the PD neurons but not on the AB neuron. Bath-applied dopamine dramatically alters the motor output of the pyloric system. Photoinactivation experiments show that 10(-4) M dopamine increases the amplitude and frequency of the slow-wave depolarizations recorded in the AB neurons but hyperpolarizes and inhibits the PD neurons. Bath-applied serotonin increases the frequency and amplitude of the slow-wave depolarizations in the AB neuron but has no effect on PD neurons. Pilocarpine, a muscarinic cholinergic agonist, stimulates slow-wave depolarization production in both PD neurons and the AB neuron, but the waveform and frequency of the slow waves elicited are quite different. These results show that although the electrically coupled PD and AB neurons always depolarize synchronously and act together as the pacemaker for the pyloric system, they respond differently to a neuronal input and to several putative neuromodulators. Thus, despite electrical coupling sufficient to ensure synchronous activity, the PD and AB neurons can be modulated independently.